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1.0 Product and System Description  
 

FCC ID: LO6-DVRSUHF is a MOBEXCOM Digital Vehicular Repeater (DVR) manufactured 
by FUTURECOM Systems Group.  The DVR, in addition to standalone operation, is capable of 
interfacing to a companion mobile radio using serial data protocol for audio and control.  The 
full duplex DVR provides local area coverage for portable to portable communication in the 380-
430MHz band while the companion mobile radio provides wide-area coverage extension.   
 
The system can operate in the following modes: Mobile mode - where the vehicular repeat 
function is off but receives emergency and mode change commands from portable devices; Local 
mode - with portable to portable repeat and network monitoring capabilities; and System mode - 
with portable to portable repeat functions with full network interconnect.  Furthermore, the 
DVRS offers a busy lockout feature where a simulcast prevention algorithm is used for seamless 
multi-vehicle operation on the same channel. Moreover, the system supports emergency calls in 
the MDC1200 signaling format. Other system features include field programmability, seamless 
interface to a mobile radio through the control head bus, controllability via a mobile radio 
control head, as well as remotely by a dispatcher or portable user. The DVR supports up to 64 
channels and 255 talk groups, MDC1200, DTMF, EIA, CCIR signaling as well as PL and DPL. 
The DVR supports programmability of leading and/or trailing tones, and audio and TX priorities 
per mode as well as talk group steering. 
  
This test report covers the RF Exposure performance of the 380-430MHz 10 watts DVR  
interfaced with, and transmitting simultaneously with, companion 7/800MHz mobile radio with 
transmit powers up to 36 watts (764-806MHz) and 42 watts (806-870MHz) and with both units 
installed in a typical vehicle. 
 
The DVR transmit frequency range is 380-430MHz at transmit duty cycle up to 100%.  The 
7/800MHz mobile transmit frequency range is 764-870MHz at transmit duty cycle up to 50%.  
The DVR antenna is limited to ¼ λ (0dBd gain) mounted at the center of the trunk, and the 
7/800MHz mobile antennas are limited to ¼ λ (0dBd and 3dBd gain) mounted at the center of 
the roof.  The maximum conducted power delivered to the DVR antenna is 10 watts. 
 
This device will be marketed to and used by employees solely for work-related operations, such 
as public safety agencies, e.g. police, fire and emergency medical. User training is the 
responsibility of these agencies which can be expected to employ the usage instructions, safety 
information and operational cautions set forth in the user's manual, instructional sessions or other 
means. 
 
Accordingly this product is classified as Occupational/Controlled Exposure. However, In 
accordance with FCC requirements, the passengers inside the vehicle and the bystanders external 
to the vehicle are evaluated to the General Population/Uncontrolled Exposure Limits.  
 
(Note that “By-standers” as used herein mean people other than operator) 
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